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Foreword
It is with great honour that I, on behalf of our company, present this 125th anniversary book.
We are hugely proud of our successful history; from Jan Hamer’s start
in 1886 as the Netherlands’ first lift manufacturer to becoming the
global player in the stairlift industry that we are today as Handicare
Accessibility.
A long history with 125 years of experience in the Dutch lift industry
that we are still adding to every day.
Ever since back in the early years, both innovation and the quality of our products and
services to our customers have been the basis of our success. And our way of working is
basically still the same as 125 years ago; listening to the wishes of every single customer,
and delivering a made-to-measure product based on solid advice, built especially for the
customer. Customising lifts has been our speciality for 125 years.
My thanks go out to Marcel Bloemraad and Dick Beerepoot for their hard work. They have,
with great dedication, worked on this wonderful book for two and a half years, mainly in their
own time, to record our rich history.
And finally, I would like to stress that our company’s strength not only lies in our innovative
stairlifts and modern machinery. It is the Handicare workforce that makes the difference
every day. Together we are making our customers’ everyday lives easier. With a keen eye
for quality and the wishes of our customers, we at Handicare build fantastic stairlifts for our
customers every day.
I hope you enjoy reading this book.
Kind regards,

Jeroen Meier
Managing Director
Handicare Accessibility B.V.
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1886
1920

Introduction

The story of the stairlift
A lift is an ideal means of transporting people and objects vertically. The idea of a lift dates
as far back as the ancient Greeks and Roman times. In the year 236 BC, Archimedes
designed the first lift system with ropes and pulleys, and lifts were also in use at the
Colosseum in Rome to hoist gladiators and wild animals up to the arena floor.
Transportation along stairs has become increasingly important over the centuries. Story
has it that it was King Henry VIII who, after a fall off his horse had impaired him, had
the first ever stairlift installed in 1540. This ‘stairlift throne’ was powered by servants
hoisting the king up and down the stairs using a system of pulleys and ropes. Mind
you - at 190 kilos, Henry VIII was hardly a lightweight. King Louis XV of France also had
a passenger stairlift built at his Versailles palace in 1743. This rope-based mechanism
was equipped with a counterweight and hidden away in a chimney. As soon as the order
came, servants had to get into the chimney to operate the mechanism and transport the
king along the stairs in his ‘flying chair’. It allowed the king to discreetly visit his mistress,
who lived one floor up.
The first non-manual stairlifts appeared in the late 19th century. Although the principle was
the same, industrialisation did still change a lot in the execution. Servants were replaced
by electric powering, and lift installations can now basically be installed anywhere.
Our company was born when Jan Hamer, a young travelling salesman from Zutphen in
the Netherlands, started his own company in 1886.
    

1. The Colosseum in Rome
2. Henry VIII, the first stairlift owner
3. Archimedes showing his lift

1886

4. Jan Hamer & Co stairlift powered by hydraulic pressure
5 and 6. Manual winch stairlifts by Jan Hamer & Co

John Pemberton invented
Coca-Cola
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7. Medieval passenger lift
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Jan Hamer foresaw a great future
for modernities
In 1886, travelling salesman Jan Hamer set up a technical trading company at Kerkstraat
286 in Amsterdam: the Jan Hamer company. He was far ahead of his time, and had a
knack of finding promising applications of technical modernities. On top of that, he spoke
both English and German, and showed great interest in emerging industry in countries
surrounding the Netherlands. His company soon became an agent for a number of major
international companies.
Among the products Jan Hamer sold were air pump fans and fan hoods by Robert Boyle,
air pressure reservoirs by Carré, painted and stained glass by Kelley, and powdered milk.
He also sold telephones made by CH. Mildé Fils & Co in Paris for 15 guilders a piece.
Anyone interested in these products could go and view a number of them in a small
exposition Jan Hamer had laid out at the ‘Gebouw der Maatschappij ter Bevordering van
de Bouwkunst’ (building of the Dutch Association of Architects).

Who was Jan Hamer?
Jan Hamer was born on 26 March 1861 on the Beukerstraat in Zutphen, in the east of the
Netherlands. Being the son of a carpenter, he was introduced to technology at a young age
in his dad’s workshop. At school, and during his years at university in Leiden and Groningen,
he not only developed his technical knowledge, he also studied various languages. This
knowledge and his technical skills soon brought Jan Hamer the
opportunity to turn selling new technological products into his
profession. In his adult years, his registry entry first listed him as
a ‘travelling salesman’ and later as a ‘machine manufacturer’. His
work involved a lot of travelling abroad. In 1909, he wed Geertruida
Alida Ploos van Amstel Hollman. Jan Hamer passed away in
Amsterdam on 11 October 1919 at the age of 58.

1. Jan Hamer’s first advertisement from February 1887
2. Boyle’s chimney fan
3. Office at Kerkstraat 286
4. Advertisement for Mildé telephones

1886
Carl Benz introduced the
first petrol-driven motor
vehicle, which later came to
be known as the car
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5. Stanlock heating and ventilation system
6. Carré water supply system
7. Telephone by the CH. Mildé Fils & Co company
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The first lifts
His interest in new inventions regularly drew Jan Hamer to trade fairs and expositions across
the Netherlands and other European countries. It is quite conceivable that it was at one of
these trade fairs that he stumbled upon the lift. Jan Hamer saw good prospects for this
mode of transportation and made selling lift systems his core business. In 1887, he became
the official importer of lifts built by German lift manufacturer F. Witte in Berlin. Hamer placed
his first ever ad for ‘Steam-Powered, Hand-Powered and Hydro-Powered Lifts’ in the 2 April
1887 issue of the trade journal ‘Bouwkundig Weekblad’ (Architects’ Weekly).
Being one of the first lift vendors in the Netherlands meant things were not easy for
Jan Hamer. In a publication from the year 1900 he wrote the following:  “The company
introduced these lifts in a time when these kinds of installations
were still relatively unknown, which initially made it hard to generate
interest in them, as a result of which we only received the first order
after fourteen months of going into business.”
A varied assortment
Jan Hamer introduced more products, other than lifts, to the
Netherlands. The Jan Hamer company was also the place to go for
extractor fans and vacuum cleaners that incorporated the Wing’s
patent. These were available in fourteen different sizes, ranging
from 30 centimetres to 3 metres. Apart from that, Jan Hamer also
installed galleys in ships, water pipes in private villas and industrial
installations at factories.

1. Luxury wooden lift cages

1887

2. Advertisement for ‘Carré’ water supply system
3. Advertisement for Witte’s lifts

Emile Berliner patented the
gramophone record
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4. Advertising drawing of a food lift
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Permanently on display
Virtually every single important architect and builder in the Netherlands was a member of
the ‘Association of Architects’. On 1 January 1888, Jan Hamer relocated his office to this
association’s headquarters at Marnixstraat 402 in Amsterdam. That not only allowed Jan
Hamer to put his products permanently on display for potential customers, it also meant
he was always on hand to demonstrate how his products were used.
Visitors were mainly members of the association, architects and builders, who were
working on building designs. New developments came thick and fast in those days,
such as the invention of the passenger lift, the improvement of heating and lighting
systems and the introduction of iron as a new building material. Rapid development of
the industry meant that architects often found themselves having to meet needs and
requirements that were as yet unknown to them. They had to come up with solutions for
new types of buildings, such as factories, office buildings and train stations. Jan Hamer’s
office on the Marnixstraat became the place to go for new products and expert advice,
enabling them to use the latest technical products and methods in their designs.
The ‘Association’ gave Jan Hamer an important network of mutual contacts. With over
1000 members, among whom were the likes of Cuypers and Berlage, both very famous
architects in those days, the association provided ample opportunity for partnerships in
projects, and members also often recommended Jan Hamer to clients.

1. Marnixstraat 402
2. Permanent showroom

1888

3. Advertisement for permanent showroom
4. Architect Pierre Cuypers

John Boyd Dunlop patented
the pneumatic tyre
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5. Application of Carré water supply system
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Advertising generates sales
Jan Hamer was one of the first to recognise the power of publicity. To generate
customer interest in his products and raise awareness of his brand, he placed ads in the
‘Bouwkundig Weekblad’ (Architects’ Weekly) and the ‘Opmerker’ (Observer). His ads
were always creative with convincing arguments, and he regularly changed the contents
to draw attention to the richness of his assortment.
The ‘Bouwkundig Weekblad’ (Architects’ Weekly) of 17 March 1888
contained an article on the exposition of Jan Hamer’s products,
which included the following lines on the company:
“…And Mr Hamer also displays several lift models, for use in
private homes, to lift small loads, for example, and which unveil the
intricacies of the construction and its functioning to the smallest
detail. These lifts are manufactured at the factory of F. Witte in
Berlin. One of these lifts, which will be widely used in restaurants,
hotels, private homes, etc. is presented in Fig. 1.”
“…The lifts described above stand out because of their fair pricing,
including the ones intended to transport persons and the ones
powered by hydraulic pressure. It is amazing that such devices are
not yet more widely used at factories across our country,...”

Fig. 1

Aside from an office and exposition area on
Marnixstraat, Jan Hamer also had a warehouse
and a workshop at Singel 536.

1-7. Various advertisements
8. Endless-cable food lift
9. Bouwkundig Weekblad (architect’s weekly) 1888
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Partner brings a change of course
In the spring of 1889, Willem Eising Mulder accepted Jan Hamer’s offer to join the
company. They had met at university in Groningen, and Mulder’s technical know-how
proved a massive asset to the company. All of Jan Hamer’s customers received a letter
in April 1889, informing them that Jan Hamer and Willem Eising Mulder had, as of 1 April,
set up a Partnership under the name Jan Hamer & Co.

Who was Willem Eising Mulder?
Willem Eising Mulder was born in Groningen on 8 December 1863. He
was an only child and son of Pieter Gerrit Mulder and Geertje Eising.
Willem Eising Mulder had a double-barrelled surname to preserve the
Eising family name. The registry listed tool trader as his profession. In
1891, he married Hazina Schaafsma from Lemmer.

The birth of Brinkman’s lifts in Alkmaar
In 1889, Johannes Brinkman established a forge on the
Heiligland in Alkmaar. Working at various companies in
the Zaanstreek area, he had become a very competent
blacksmith. He was the man to turn to for construction and
repair work in Alkmaar. His good name led to his company
growing fast, which saw him move his Brinkman forge to
Klein Nieuwland in 1894. Both his sons, Willem and Herman,
were recruited to help out in the forge before school, between six and half past
eight every morning. Willem would eventually follow in his father’s footsteps
and learn the trade at companies across the Zaanstreek. He later became an
apprentice at the Jan Hamer & Co lift factory in Amsterdam. Brinkman’s work
mainly comprised maintenance and revision of boilers and machines at dairy
factories. The latter meant that the company also gained experience in the area
of cheese treatment and storage.

16

1889

1886 1920

1. Jan Hamer & co’s deed of incorporation
2. Job advertisement 1889
3. Brinkman workshop in Alkmaar

1

2
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Age of invention
The end of the nineteenth century was a time of great technological progress and highprofile inventions. The World’s Fair in Paris in 1889, for example, focused attention on
new developments in the area of lifts for goods and persons, culminating in the Eiffel
Tower, which was built especially for this event.
The event generated great interest among the
The first stairlift: Amiot’s stair climber
Frenchman Amiot presented his stair
climber in Paris. His invention was
intended to make climbing up a flight of
stairs less tiring, and was easy to install
at homes and offices where a lift would
be difficult to build or too expensive.
This installation was to bring great relief
for people who had difficulty walking in
particular. The installation was made up
of two metal tracks, one above the other,
from which a wheeled platform was
suspended, which was pulled up by a
chain or a cable, with the power source
placed at the top of the stairs.

members of the Association of Architects, and
several of them, including Hamer and Mulder,
visited the World’s Fair, which is where they
saw the first passenger stairlift.
Technical expertise and quality
Jan Hamer was greatly interested in inventions
and managed to quickly convert them into
practical applications. A fine example of his
skills in applying the latest inventions is still on
display today in the basement of the ‘Gebouw
van de Hereeniging’ (Reunion Building) on the
Grote Poot in Deventer, where Jan Hamer,
a ventilation specialist, fitted unique ‘Tobin
tubes’. This system is made up of eleven mansized, rectangular tubes made of zinc sheets.
These tubes are open at the top to let outside
air into the basement. The hot air leaves the

room through four air vents higher up in the basement. As a result, the basement is
well ventilated so that the skittle alleys in this room could also be used when it was hot
outside.

1. Postcard from 1889
2. Amiot’s stair climber

1889

3. “Advertisement from “”Het Nieuws van den Dag”” newspaper, 1889”
4. Tobin ventilation tubes in the basement

The Eiffel Tower opens in
Paris on the occasion
of the World’s Fair
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5. Top end of Tobin tube with pipe wrench

1886 1920
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Praise and recognition for Jan Hamer & Co
In 1890, Jan Hamer & Co took part in the ‘Promotion of Health and Safety in Factories’
fair, winning two gold-plated silver, five silver, one bronze and one appreciation medal.
At this fair, the company presented the following devices. 1: A Boyle fan, based on the
suction force of the wind. 2: A Wings extractor fan and vacuum cleaner. 3: A Boyle
chimney hood. 4: A Mayall automated fire extinguisher, which automatically identifies
fires in a building and immediately starts extinguishing them. 5: An odourless device with
peat dust that automatically disposes of faecal matter, suitable for use in homes. 6: Selfgreasing grease boxes and grease injectors for machines, which also give off a signal
when they are empty.
The success of the company occasioned yet another move in April 1893, to Heerengracht
583, which they proudly adorned with a Jan Hamer & Co sign on the front of the building.
In 1895, Jan Hamer & Co, by then a leading company, took part in the World’s Fair in
Amsterdam, where they earned four crosses of merit. An enthusiastic reporter from the
‘Nieuws van de Dag’ newspaper reported in the 18 June edition of the paper:
“One novelty is the lift that takes people up the left-hand tower of the main building
for ten cents. Messrs Jan Hamer and Co have installed a hydraulic lift here, while also
operating an electric one in the other tower. The view from the top of the tower, which is
over 38 metres tall, is breathtaking. The lift, which runs very smoothly and is, of course,
completely without danger, can transport up to five persons at a time.”

1. relocation notice
2. Poster for 1890 fair in Amsterdam
3. Handwheel-operated steering system for electric lift
4. World’s Fair building 1895 with lifts in the towers

1890

5. Advertisement for Wing’s air pistons and suction cleaners
6. Advertising card from 1893

William Kemmler was
the first person to die
in the electric chair
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7. Advertisement for safety lifts

1886 1920
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The Netherlands’ first lift manufacturer
‘Bouwkundig Weekblad’ (Architects’ Weekly) ran a feature on Jan Hamer & Co:
“…Time has brought a major development, and it is safe to assume that “Lifts” will
increasingly become essential lifting equipment, and that development is already leading
to the company regularly having between 35 and 45 orders on hand. They used to
procure the lifts abroad, but soon realised they would be better off making some of the
constructions themselves. Several reasons existed for that, of which the main one was
the difficulty of impelling foreign manufacturers to conform to the company’s insights
based on the particular requirements of customers here in the Netherlands.
Using as a basis the food and small goods lift in its various shapes and sizes, as designed
in consultation with various well-known architects who had already received several
such lifts, and constantly improving these lifts, the company soon started building larger
lift constructions, taking advantage of experience gained with previously completed lifts,
finally leading to the current situation where the company builds lift constructions of a
wide array of different types...
We have slowly taken over this industry from foreign companies, and meanwhile also
replaced the foreign technicians we used to employ with Dutch ones.”
The success in developing their own products for the Dutch market meant that these lifts
could be manufactured and sold at a lower cost.

1. Electric directly-operated lift machines
2. Top gear of a hand lift
3. Diagram for lift at De Haar Castle, 1894
4. De Haar Castle in Haarzuilens

1895

5. Console food lifts
6. Manual goods lift

Jos Bogaers from Tilburg
was the first person to drive
a car in the Netherlands
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7. Food lift at De Haar Castle

1886 1920
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Different types of lifts
The great success of the products developed in-house at Jan Hamer & Co propelled
the company’s rapid growth. By 1900, the company had installed as many as 600 lifts
for different purposes across the Netherlands. The company kept close track of all the
latest developments in the industry, and its range included the following lifts in the period
around 1900:
•

Hydraulic or hydropower lifts: these worked thanks to the water pressure provided
by the water supply system or generated by accumulators.

•

Electric lifts: these used an electromotor connected to the lift mechanism, using only
electricity when the cage moved up or down.

•

Transmission lifts: these transmitted the power generated by the electromotor to the
lift mechanism by way of belts.

•

Hand lifts: the driving power moving the cage of these lifts up and down was
generated by human hands. These were mainly used as food lifts or small goods
lifts. They came in two types: the cable-without-end lift and the console lift. The
former was widely used in restaurants, institutions and hotels, and was operated
from either inside the cage or from the various floors. The latter, the console lift,
was mostly installed in villas and town houses, and offered sufficient capacity to
transport entire dinner sets. Such lifts were also used in warehouses and office
buildings.

1. Print and printing plate of an advertisement
2. Electric book lift at the National Library of the Netherlands in The Hague
3. Electric car lift at Amsterdam Coach Company

1900

4. Electric document lift at Nederlandsche Bank in The Hague
5. Name plate with maximum load

Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin
made the first flight
in a Zeppelin
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6. Electric bed lift at Municipal Hospital in The Hague
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Time for a new factory
Their advanced product range enabled Jan Hamer & Co to make the most of the
opportunities offered by the industrial revolution, and Jan Hamer foresaw that the
workshop would soon be too small to handle the expected number of orders. Around
1900, Jan Hamer and Willem Eising Mulder made the first plans to move the company.
They drew on their vast network of architects
to commission the design of a factory and
office building for Jan Hamer & Co. In 1901
and 1902, Jan Hamer and Willem Eising
Mulder took out loans totalling as much as
40,000 guilders to finance this undertaking. In
1904, the company’s splendid new building
at Fredriksplein 6-8, incorporating offices,
factory and a repair shop, was completed.
In 1905, the company delivered its one
thousandth lift, which was a completely new
model, very different from the usual lifts, as it
was an electric, instantly operating lift they built according to their own insights. They
built it for the extension to the government department of war in The Hague.
The company had meanwhile built a highly diverse customer base, and used these
references to inspire confidence and attract new customers:
“The company Jan Hamer & Co in Amsterdam has distributed a booklet with a reference
list of testimonials about the hydraulic, electric, transmission and hand lifts it has supplied
to various national and local authorities, various royal palaces, banks, schools and a
number of industrial institutions in recent years.”
In May 1910, the company sold 2,224 lifts and there is mention of a branch on London’s
Queen Victoria Street.

1903
1. New Jan Hamer & Co factory at
The Wright brothers
made the first flight
in a motorised plane
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Frederiksplein 6-8

1886 1920

1
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Royal Palace at Dam Square, Amsterdam

Hydraulic indirectly-operated goods lift

Fragment from ledger 1910-1911 listing delivery to the Royal Palace

Electric passenger and goods lift

Sales rep’s business card

Frederiksplein in 2010
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Frederiksplein in 1971

1907

Advertisement for safety lifts

1886 1920

transportable electric directly-operated friction winch

Electric passenger and goods lift

Electric passenger and goods lifts

Hydraulic passenger and goods lift
Friction winch for
brake force

Jan Hamer & co agent at A.G. dresdner Gasmotoren-Fabrik
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The invention of
Vulcanus material
At the end of the nineteenth century, an Amsterdam diamond cutter called Simon Stern
struggled with fast-wearing cast-iron discs in his diamond polishing wheel. After years
of experimenting with various combinations of cast iron, he eventually invented a highly
wear-proof compound that met all requirements. His invention was a major breakthrough
in its time, and Stern named the material he had developed Vulcanus. Simon Stern
was a close friend of Jan Hamer’s, who was convinced this new cast iron would not
only be suited for diamond polishing wheels, but would offer many more possibilities.
Together they further perfected the wear-proof Vulcanus material and also developed a
new variety that could resist very high temperatures.

Protecting trade secrets
With competition looming, Stern and Hamer painstakingly maintained strict secrecy on the
composition and the melting process of the new cast iron. The Netherlands, however, did not
have a patent protection system in place for inventions, forcing Jan Hamer to go to the United
Kingdom in 1909 to patent the Vulcanus material for the first time.
Meanwhile, there were also further technical developments in the lift business. One such
development was electric lift operation, which Jan Hamer & Co patented in 1916.
Jan Hamer brought both kinds of Vulcanus to the attention of the Dutch national railway
company. He was convinced the wear-resistant Vulcanus material would be ideal for
the fast-wearing brake blocks of rail carriages, and that the fire-proof version would be
the best solution for the grid irons in the boilers of steam engines. The managers of the
Dutch national railway company showed great interest and after some thorough testing
the material’s superior quality was indeed confirmed. From 1907, the railway quickly
started ordering huge quantities of the material. Jan Hamer & Co also proudly advertised
the unique Vulcanus cast-iron products, and the orders came pouring in.

1. First Vulcanus / Jan Hamer & Co logo
2. Ad for Vulcanus grate bars
3. Diamond grinder

1908

4. Several Vulcanus products
5. Electric lift operation

Henry Ford introduced
the T-Model Ford
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6. Various patent certificates

1886 1920
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Jan Hamer & Co: active on many fronts
Jan Hamer ensured that the company stayed at the forefront of the new developments
brought by Europe’s industrial revolution. The First World War did not really affect Jan
Hamer & Co. Despite the company being blacklisted for a time, it continued to register
strong growth. Apart from developing and manufacturing lifts in-house and marketing
the new Vulcanus cast iron, the company also offered a wide array of other products.
The forty metal workers the company employed not only built lifts, but were also regularly
deployed to install the various products procured by the company. This varied from
ventilation and heating systems at factories and institutions, to galleys in ships, water
supply systems at private villas and complete installations for powdered milk plants. The
company furthermore sold commodities such as scales and weighing chairs under the
Jan Hamer & Co brand.

Brinkman lifts
In 1916, his son Herman joined Johannes Brinkman’s company. With great pride they put up
a new sign, which read: Fabriek en Herstelplaats van Werktuigen van J. Brinkman en Zonen
(J. Brinkman and Sons Tool Factory and Repair Shop). Alkmaar had already grown into a very
industrious town, and it was also the place where many soldiers fighting in the First World War
had set up camp. That brought the Brinkmans a lot of business repairing tools and mess tins.
At various companies, Brinkman came up against the problem posed by having to transport
goods from lower floors to higher floors and vice versa. In order to lighten the load of lugging
things up and down stairs and save time, the obvious solution was, of course, a lift. And that
was where the experience his son Willem had gained at Jan Hamer & Co came in very handy.
Various goods lifts were built, and even a number of passenger hand lifts were built in those
days. These latter lifts were operated by pulling a rope.

1. Klein Nieuwland with J. Brinkman and Sons on the right
2. Wrought-iron spiral staircase
3. Weighing chair at Handicare museum
4. Advertising drawing of weighing chair

1914

5. Cheese in the lift
6. Over 3500 lifts

Start of the First World War
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7. Job advertisement for an accomplished typist

1886 1920
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Huge demand for Vulcanus
leads to new plans
The huge demand for the new Vulcanus cast iron exceeded all expectations, and soon
led to capacity issues as the supplying foundries in Tegelen, which were contracted to
produce the material, were unable to produce more than 500,000 kg per year. That was
nowhere near enough to meet the rapidly growing demand for the material from the Dutch
national railway company alone. And besides, due to the need to maintain strict secrecy
regarding the casting process, someone from Jan Hamer & Co in Amsterdam had to be
present at every single casting. All this back-and-forth travel between Amsterdam and
Limburg became an ever greater burden for the company.
Being an ambitious entrepreneur, Jan Hamer therefore undertook to set up his own
foundry, and managed to arouse great interest in his initiative at the Amsterdam-based
bank Labouchère & Co. This bank ordered their accountant to conduct an in-depth
assessment of the plan, which resulted in a highly positive report from the accountant
issued on 8 April 1919, which was subsequently approved. With this report in hand,
Labouchère & Co soon found two other parties willing to co-finance the project; the
Rotterdamse Bank Vereniging in Amsterdam and the Buisma & Gratama company
in Zwolle. One key reason these financiers had for backing the project was the good
reputation founders Jan Hamer and Willem Eising Mulder had built by then. Aside from
that, they were also impressed by the huge demand for Vulcanus, and their trust was
further strengthened by the fact that Hamer had a major customer in the Dutch national
railway company. The plan also allowed for lift manufacturing and other Jan Hamer & Co
activities to be based at the same site as the foundry that would be built.
Lift production was meanwhile going at full speed, and Jan Hamer & Co proudly reported
that it had already sold and installed 4000 lifts.
Major setback
Unfortunately, Jan Hamer never got to see ‘his’ foundry in action. He suddenly passed away
on 11 October 1919 at the age of 58.

1919
Koninklijke Luchtvaart
Maatschappij (KLM)
was founded
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1886 1920
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1. Incorporation certificate
2. Share certificate
3. Profit-sharing certificate
4. Advertisement from ‘Wendingen’, 1920

5

5. closure of Jan Hamer & co
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1921
1932

Establishment of Vulcanus foundry
On 21 June 1920, a public limited company under the name Nederlandse IJzergieterij
Vulcanus en Machinefabriek voorheen Jan Hamer & Co (Netherlands Vulcanus Iron
Foundry and Machine Factory formerly Jan Hamer & Co) was established. The official
inaugural meeting was held at the office of De Rotterdamsche Bank Vereeniging (RBV)
in The Hague. Willem Eising Mulder was appointed managing director of the factory, as
he, being Jan Hamer’s partner, was already fully up to speed on the secret Vulcanus
casting method.
A fine location for the production plant was found in the province of Gelderland. In the
summer of 1920, the company purchased land in the village of Vaassen where it would
build the factory. Vaassen was relatively close to Amsterdam, land was cheap there and
there was plenty of good-quality moulding sand available close by. Moulding sand was
needed to fill the cavities in the casting mould around the model that would be cast. The
location was not situated on a deep waterway, so a railway line was laid especially for
the transportation of goods for Vulcanus from and to the factory. The German contractor
Carl Rein was commissioned to build the factory.
The bankers were willing to invest heavily and raised initial capital totalling as much
as one million guilders. That was an immense amount, especially in those days, and
equalled the annual wage of 600 fitters. Converted to today’s situation, it would be 20
million euros of equity capital! This amount was initially thought to be enough. But a few
setbacks during the building of the factory meant that more funds were required. The
bankers involved raised another 600,000 guilders to ensure the project could continue.
The grand opening of the factory on 27 July 1921 was a very festive occasion, as
evidenced by an article in the local newspaper: “On Wednesday the new factory here
was put into operation, which triggered festive celebrations among the workers, who
consumed many a glass of beer.”

1. Postcard of the Vulcanus factory
2. Manual iron casting with a casting ladle
3. Working the mold
4. Vulcanus’ own railway line

1920

5-7. Vulcanus lorries
8. Name plate from lift, 1922

Women got the right
to vote in the US
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9. Advertisement for Vulcanus products
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Two modern factories
under one name
Two main buildings were erected on the site. One for the foundry for Vulcanus production,
and one for the machine factory for lift and hoisting equipment production. Offices, a
wash room, a wood storage facility and a garage completed the premises. All buildings
were modern and designed with working conditions in mind, which, according to the
first annual report, took some getting used to: “The
best interests of the workers were also extensively
considered by letting in sufficient natural light and
installing ventilation and heating, as well as providing
ample wash rooms with bathtubs and showers,
lockers, etc. Oddly enough however, the management will have to exercise a certain
degree of pressure to actually get workers to use the latter facilities.”
Although the site in Vaassen was purchased relatively cheaply, the Nuisance Act threw
a spanner in the works during the building work. It turned out that several adjacent villas
would have to be bought up as well to stay within the limits stipulated by this piece of
legislation. But they managed to make a virtue of necessity by deciding to fit one of the
villas, ‘de Kerckekamp’, out as a guest house “for shorter or longer stays in Vaassen
by company directors”, because director Willem Eising Mulder continued to reside in
Amsterdam, since he felt a bond with the city and still looked after the company’s affairs
there.
Housing was scarce in Vaassen, which made the company decide, in the summer of
1920, to also purchase a 24-hectare piece of land on which it intended to build about
one hundred houses for its factory workers. Due to the unexpected extra expenses,
the building of these houses had to be put off, and eventually only 20 houses were
built. These were built by the German contractor Pistor & Co, and are up to this day still
referred to as ‘Pico houses’.
In memory of Jan Hamer, a street was named after him in Vaassen; Jan Hamerstraat.
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1. Vulcanus factories
2. Lift for cars
3. Safety lift brochure
4. ‘De Kerckekamp’ villa

4

5. Tuindorpweg with ‘Pico houses’
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A leading company
with large clients
During the first three months after the grand opening, the foundry produced as much
as 162,400 kilogrammes of iron, of which 102,190 kilogrammes were destined for the
company’s own production process, with 1,807 kilogrammes used to build lifts and
58,403 kilogrammes going into the ‘Vulcanus metal’ production process. By the end
of 1921, the company had already delivered 277,760 kilogrammes of iron, with orders
totalling 548,760 kilogrammes. The most prominent clients in the Netherlands were
the Royal Netherlands Navy in Hellevoetsluis, the Dutch national railway company,
the local electricity company in The Hague, CSM (Sugar Refinery), the local gasworks
and transport company in Amsterdam, the Lloyd shipping company in Rotterdam, the
shipping and coal company in Rotterdam, and Rotterdam’s municipal hospitals. There
was also growing demand from abroad, with
Innovation and development at Brinkman
Brinkman’s forge in Alkmaar had meanwhile
grown and started producing a range of
different machines, such as: packaging
machines, cheese washing machines and
boilers used to dip cheeses in paraffin wax.
Brinkman built solid and sophisticated
machines, as becomes clear from the fact
that many of its machines built in those early
years are still in operation today.

major orders coming in from various sugar
refineries, railway companies and cultivation
companies in the Dutch East Indies. Orders
also came in from British and Swedish railway
companies. Most companies placed repeat
orders and the board rightfully kept reiterating
its belief: “that orders are bound to follow once
people have tried Vulcanus for themselves.”
Little by little, the existing activities of Jan
Hamer & Co were also transferred to the new
factory in Vaassen. The company’s personnel

administration shows that a relatively large number of bench fitters and bench turners
were hired. This recruitment drive was intended to get lift production at Vaassen up and
running as quickly as possible. Up to October 1923, the company had manufactured
nearly 6,000 lifts, of which 1146 were passenger and bed lifts, 1889 were goods lifts and
2763 were small goods, food and document lifts.

1923
The Disney brothers
founded the
Walt Disney Company
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1. Metal working
2. Electric passenger lift
3. Lift machine construction in progress
4. Electric goods lift
5. 	Turning lathe
6. 	Cheese-washing machine

6

7. Lift at a cheese warehouse
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Testimonials we have received over the years

‘t Loo royal Palace, Apeldoorn

royal Palace, Amsterdam
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1923

19211932

noordeinde royal Palace, the Hague

Wrought-iron lift cages for persons

new post and telegraph office, rotterdam
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A slow start in an
unstable economy
In the first years of the Vulcanus production facility, things were not exactly running
smoothly. Seeing as the managing director, Willem Eising Mulder, did not live in Vaassen,
his control over the company’s set-up was insufficient. A second managing director,
Mr C. P. L. Niland, was therefore appointed in 1922, and did move to Vaassen. But
then the economic tide changed, and this downturn also heralded a drop in orders.
On top of that, clients feared Vulcanus might not be able to live up to expectations.
Initial high profit expectations were revised and shareholders realised they would not be
seeing any dividend payments in those early years. Willem Eising Mulder stepped down
as managing director and became a commissioner. His son, Pieter Gerrit, had been
working in the Dutch East Indies for a few years, and joined the company in Vaassen at
the age of 27 to head up the lifts division.
The company needed a strong leader, which Niland, despite his merits on a technical
level, turned out not to be. His shortcomings were on a commercial level. In 1924,
the Board of Commissioners decided to keep Niland on as a technician, but to relieve
him of his management duties. His position was temporarily taken over by one of the
commissioners, Mr T. Jacometti, who had previous experience running a company in the
Dutch East Indies. His knowledge and contacts led to the Prince of Yogyakarta visiting
the Vulcanus plant with a trade delegation in 1923. The Prince was impressed with
Vulcanus and underlined the company’s good reputation in the Dutch East Indies. The
visit was wrapped up with a dinner at the ‘Kerckekamp’ villa.
Jacometti struggled with bad health, leading to him also failing to maintain full control
over all of the company’s affairs. The Board of Commissioners intervened in 1926 by
appointing Mr G. Kalff as the new managing director. He showed commitment by moving
to Vaassen, and his arrival brought some fresh air into the company. An investment plan
was made, approved and implemented, enabling production to keep up with sales. The
company’s financial structure was reorganised, as a consequence of which Pieter Gerrit
Mulder was granted permission to continue lift manufacturing operations independently.

1925
John Baird shot the
first TV images in London
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1. Pieter Gerrit Mulder
2. P.G. Mulder’s notebook
3. Prince of Djocjakarta’s visit to Vulcanus
4. 	Dinner in Prince’s honour

8

5. Prince departs from ‘De Kerckekamp’
6. Lift machine type 1926
7. 	The Prince views furnaces for
Java sugar plants
8. 	Convocation of Meeting of Shareholders
9. Job advertisement for a factory accountant
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A distinguished visitor in Vaassen
The company put a lot of effort into promoting Vulcanus, with a plant visit being one
of the ways of generating publicity. It became common practice to seal a big deal with
someone important visiting the plant, meaning that Vaassen would often welcome
high-profile visitors. In 1925, for example, South Africa’s high commissioner in London,
Mr Smit, personally came to Vaassen to inspect and approve Vulcanus brake blocks.
Vulcanus subsequently received an order to deliver these brake blocks to the South
African national railways, and although Vulcanus was more expensive than other kinds
of cast iron, an investment in Vulcanus quality would soon repay itself. They would
last longer, meaning considerable savings. Apart from brake blocks and grate bars for
steam engines of trains, shipping companies also used Vulcanus in the machine rooms
of large ships.
Vulcanus back onto its feet
In 1926, the company celebrated its fortieth anniversary, and proudly announced that it
had delivered 6500 lifts in those forty years. To serve the many customers in the west
of the Netherlands, the company set up a fixed maintenance and repair shop at Ten
Katestraat 86 in Amsterdam. Customers could also report faults there.
From 1927, Vulcanus slowly got back onto its feet, partly thanks to an economic upturn
in the Netherlands and its colonies in the East Indies. The latter was important seeing as
Vulcanus supplied many of the grate bars for bagasse-fired furnaces at sugar refineries
there. Aside from producing cast iron itself, Vulcanus also licensed companies in France,
the UK and Belgium to make the Vulcanus metal locally using the secret technique.
Between 1927 and 1930, managing director Kalff regularly succeeded in making a profit,
so shareholders could finally be paid dividend. Around 1930, a worldwide economic
crisis broke out that also affected Vulcanus. Production dropped by over 35 per cent,
and even wages had to be cut. An adult employee’s hourly wage went down from 62
cents in 1930 to 50 cents in 1932.

1. Visit to Vulcanus by South Africa’s High Commissioner
2. Printing plate of advertisement for lifts

1927
Charles Lindbergh was
the first person to make
a solo flight across the Atlantic
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3. Various advertisements
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Lift company goes solo
In February 1932, Willem Eising Mulder and managing director Kalff realised that the
results of the lift-manufacturing division were failing to reach levels formerly reached by
Jan Hamer & Co in Amsterdam. At Vulcanus, the lifts division stood in the shadow of the
foundry and did not receive the board’s undivided attention. It also became clear over the
years that the move to Vaassen was an unfortunate one in the eyes of customers. Demand
for new lifts mainly existed in the west of the country and that was also where most of the
existing customers were, customers who needed lift maintenance. Mulder and Kalff came
to the conclusion that relocation back to Amsterdam was a precondition for success in the
Netherlands, so moving the lift plant back to the west was a logical step.

Vulcanus keeps casting
As production continued to grow, the company started to look for faster production methods.
Vulcanus also sought new applications for cast iron. One application came in the form of
‘honeycomb grates’ for road surfaces, produced in large quantities, and mainly used for road
asphalting in Germany. Another development was the enamelling of cast-iron products cast
at Vulcanus. Demand for lavatory bowls, washbasin consoles and drinking troughs for cattle
was high.
At the height of production, Vulcanus employed over 500 people, and the foundry in Vaassen
remained in operation until 1999. That was when production was relocated to a previously
purchased foundry in Doetinchem. The company premises in Vaassen have meanwhile made
way for a new housing estate, where street names such as Gieterij (foundry) and Vormerij
(Moulding Shop) are still reminiscent of the site’s past.

A decision was made to demerge the lift factory, with the management of the new
company placed in the hands of Pieter Gerrit Mulder, who would be assisted by his
father Willem Eising Mulder. On 21 March, the board confirmed that P. G. Mulder’s
contract would be terminated on 30 April. In order to facilitate preparations for his new
position, he was put on reduced pay for 6 months and was allowed to continue living in
the company accommodation up to 31 July.  
1-2. Road construction using Vulcanus road surface grids
3. Enamelling cast-iron products
4. Furnaces for Java sugar plants
5. Vulcanus lorry
6. Advantages of Vulcanus road surface grids
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1933
1959

Determination in times
of crisis and war
Pieter Gerrit Mulder made an energetic start setting up the new company and finding
suitable premises in Amsterdam. On 25 April 1932, Vulcanus N.V. announced that it
would let the new company have the name “Jan Hamer & Co”. Service contracts were
all transferred to the new company, on the condition that it would take on all existing
obligations and guarantees. On 1 May 1932, the company “Stamp- en Perswerk en
Liftenfabriek voorheen Jan Hamer & Co” (Stamping and Compression Works and
Lift Factory formerly known as Jan Hamer & Co) was registered with the Chamber of
Commerce. The company’s temporary postal address was on Zandpad in Maarssen.
The company’s working capital initially amounted to 50,000 guilders, of which 10,000
was the share of Messrs Mulder, 20,000 the share of Vulcanus N.V. and the final 20,000
was a credit line provided by Vulcanus N.V.
Under its new name, the company opened its doors on Marinewerf in Amsterdam in
May 1933. The company had a number of experienced workers on its books who had
moved with the company from Vaassen. Ties with Vaassen remained intact, as Vulcanus
continued to supply cast iron for the lifts.
The new company’s start-up period was far from easy. Due to a global economic crisis,
lift production slumped to about fifteen lifts per year. Revenue mainly came from small
repairs and maintenance contracts for existing lift installations. The outbreak of the
Second World War in 1940 did not help matters either. The lathe broke down, and parts
for lifts were increasingly hard to come by. They became so scarce that lifts had to be
repaired using parts taken from functioning lifts. The people of Amsterdam also grappled
with scarcity during the war. The boxes with parts that Vulcanus sent to Jan Hamer &
Co often contained potatoes and other primary necessities of life instead of the lift parts
listed on the lid.
Willem Eising Mulder, co-founder of Jan Hamer & Co, passed away on 31 August 1944,
at the age of 80.  

1. Jan Hamer & Co 1932 deed of incorporation
2. Pieter Gerrit Mulder

1937

3. Name plate Jan Hamer & Co Amsterdam
4-5. Food scarcity during the famine in the winter of 1944

The 2790-metre Golden
Gate Bridge was opened
in San Francisco
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6-7. Wood robbery from lifts and tram tracks
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A new era for Brinkman
The war years were also far from easy for Brinkman, the lift manufacturer in Alkmaar.
German occupying forces took over the Brinkman workshop on two occasions, all but
closing down the company’s own production. In 1944, the company had to absorb a
major setback when Willem Brinkman died. Willem and Herman Brinkman each had a
son called Jan, who would together step in to lead the company after the war.

Gerrit de Heer tells the story: “I was picked up by the Germans in
a raid in Utrecht in 1943. In a transit camp en route to Dessau I
met Jan Brinkman (Herman’s son). We endured two years at the
Dessau labour camp together. After we both survived a heavy
bombardment, we spoke about what we would do once we got
back to the Netherlands. I told him “if you can use me, just come
over to Utrecht”. He duly did so after the liberation, and invited me. So I headed over to
Alkmaar on a freight train in November 1945 to take a look at the company. Walking over to
the company from the train station, I asked a nice young lady for directions. She turned out
to be Jan’s sister, and escorted me to the Brinkman workshop. Their smithy was not big, and
there was still the place where horses used to be shod by the entrance, but the whole thing
still appealed to me, and I took the job. And the funny thing was that his sister and I really hit
it off and she eventually became my wife.”

Another setback followed in 1946 when Herman Brinkman died suddenly. His knowledge
and years of experience had made him the driving force behind the company, which
the company suddenly had to do without. Gerrit de Heer was put in charge of making
technical drawings of all machines the company had developed up to that point. These
drawings were subsequently used to built one copy of each machine with a view to
gaining experience. Immediately after that, the company set off on a modernisation drive
for these machine to be able to meet new wishes and requirements.

1. Willem and Herman Brinkman
2. Jan Brinkman (Willem’s son)
and Jan Brinkman (Herman’s son)

1946

3. Lift component manufacturing
4. Advertising leaflet targeting the dairy industry

John William Mauchly and
John Presper Eckert unveiled
the first computer: Eniac
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5. Bronze name plate
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Post-war reconstruction
Jan Hamer & Co too resumed operations after the liberation, and started by repairing
all lifts that had stopped working during the war. The massive reconstruction effort after
the war offered good opportunities for companies in the lift industry, because high-rise
was a popular option for the new buildings that were erected everywhere, and these all
needed lifts. The company buckled down again and moved to a larger workshop nearby
at Grootte Kattenburgstraat 17B in Amsterdam in 1946.
In 1947, both Jan Eylander and Jan van Wetering joined Jan Hamer & Co. In the following,
they explain the mood of the time as they reminisce about their days at Jan Hamer & Co.
Eylander:  : “The lifts and lift components we produced were transported to Amsterdam
Central Station by horse and cart. From there they were taken to the location were the
whole thing had to be assembled. You then had to make sure your tools were delivered
to the site on time by a parcel delivery service. As a technician you would also travel by
train, and often stay in a local guest house for the time it took to complete the job.” For
installations in Amsterdam, it was not uncommon for Jan Eylander and Jan van Wetering
to ship lifts to the installation address by delivery bicycle. These would then generally be
food lifts.  
Van Wetering continues: “The Royal Netherlands Navy, which owned our building on the
Grootte Kattenburgstraat, wanted the building back for themselves. We would therefore
be moving to a new location at Beijersweg 12 in December 1947. Jan Hamer & Co
would there move into a former airplane hangar built on the foundations of the old ice
rink. But fierce winds brought this hangar down just before the relocation. After it had
been rebuilt, we finally relocated anyway in January 1948. Our removals expert was the
coal man, who transported our equipment by horse and cart. Jan Eylander and I set up
the new workshop together, which was not an easy job by any means as the winter of
1948 was an exceptionally cold one.”
  
1. Jan Hamer & Co logo
2. Jan van Wetering and Faure in lift assembly plant, 1948
3. Manual food lift with automatic friction brake
4. Lift at Rijksmuseum’s print gallery
5. Company stamp Grootte Kattenburgerstraat
6. Beijersweg ice rink before its demolition

1947

7. Beijersweg with Jan Hamer & Co’s building on the right
8. Drawing of Beijersweg plant’s facade

First officially reported UFO
sighting, by Kenneth Arnold
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9. Lift door push plate
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A new period of growth
in the 1950s
Van Wetering describes the hangar: “Entering the building you would immediately find
yourself right in the centre of the workshop. There were offices upstairs for Mr Mulder,
the accounting department, the draughtsmen and the works manager. There was one
toilet and one small washbasin in the building. Mr Mulder had banned smoking in the
factory, and seeing as there was no cafeteria or anything like that, we ate our sandwiches
by our bench vices. That cafeteria didn’t come until later.”
Eylander continues: “The lifts were designed at Jan Hamer & Co in their entirety, and the
complete lift construction was built based on a drawing. The workshop had five workers
in those days. A hoist was lacking, which meant that whenever material arrived or a lift
had to be shipped from the workshop, all workers were rounded up to load or unload
goods by hand. After a lift had arrived at the location were it would be installed, that
installation was generally taken care of by the person who had built the lift. That ensured
maximum involvement in the product, and bolstered craftsmanship.”
Halfway through the 1950s, P. G. Mulder entered into a contract with a transport tools
manufacturer called “Groszkopf”, under which Groszkopf got an office in the building on
Beijersweg and supplied the correct drawings of his products. These products would
then be manufactured and maintained by Jan Hamer & Co staff.
The company was doing well, and the work force grew to about 40 in the 1950s. Van
Wetering: “It really was a family business. My mother did the cleaning, for example. She
had taken that up to save up to buy me a bike. The atmosphere among staff was very
good, which also was apparent during the staff outings that were organised every year.”

1. Jan van Wetering in his office
2. Raymond Latten behind his drawing board
3. Jan Eylander
4. Pieter Gerrit Mulder
5. Brochure for Groszkopf transport devices
6. Staff outing to Holterberg, 1957

1951

7. Raymond Latten’s wedding, attended by colleagues
and Fanny Blankers-Koen (far left)

First TV broadcast
in the Netherlands
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Brinkman lifts on the way up
Brinkman was also enjoying a prosperous time in the 1950s as the company started to
focus on developing lifts again. They developed a special goods lift for use in cheese
warehouses and dairy factories. The first one was built in 1949 at the Warns dairy factory
in Friesland, with a further 120 delivered in subsequent years.
A conversation with a friend of his, the managing director of the Hensen lift factory in
Rotterdam, gave De Heer the idea for the Brinkman home lift. This was, in effect, the first
‘stairlift’ our company would develop, seeing as it was a lift that could transport a person
from one floor to the next without using the stairs. The first ever specimen was built for
the then director of the Tuschinski Theatre in Amsterdam, who was unable to go up and
down stairs. His daughter proudly posed for the brochure photos.
Growing demand led to the company outgrowing the workshop on Klein Nieuwland.
Seeing as an extension to the workshop was not permitted, the company decided to
build a new factory at another site in Alkmaar. The new building on Koelmalaan was
opened in 1958.
A major housing shortage in the 1960s prompted the Dutch government to pass legislation
intended to free up housing for young people. People in rented accommodation were
forced to leave their houses and live in a retirement home as soon as they reached the
age of 65. Brinkman saw a huge opportunity in the massive retirement home building
works that ensued, and the board decided to focus on the manufacturing of passenger
lifts, a novelty at Brinkman at the time. Experts from the Netherlands Institute for Lift
Technology in Amsterdam were recruited to help design these lifts.
In 1962, Jan, Herman Brinkman’s son, left the company. His cousin Jan subsequently
ran the company’s dairy wing, while Gerrit de Heer managed the lifts division. In 1963,
the first ever Brinkman column lift was installed at the Friesmahiem retirement home in
Grou. Based on the home lift, the company had developed a very good column lift. Its
simple but solid construction was suitable for mass production, and the new lift was
thirty to fifty per cent cheaper than existing alternatives. Due to the huge success, the
company soon switched to exclusively producing this type of lift.
1. New premises on Koelmalaan
2. Lift cabin assembly
3. “Article from the “”Alkmaarsche Courant”” newspaper”

1959

4. The first Brinkman column lift
5. Brochure for a home lift

Toy manufacturer
Mattel launched
the Barbie doll
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6. Name plate from a column lift
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1960
2001

Europe’s first seated stairlift
In 1904, Jan Hamer & Co produced the first stairlift - the “winch” lift. This was a goods
lift operated from the outside using a winch. Around 1930, the first seated stairlifts were
developed in the US by the Inclinator company. Other manufacturers followed suit over
the next decades, which led to the phenomenon of the stairlift becoming ever more
widespread across the US.
On 1 January 1960, Pieter Gerrit Mulder appointed his 35-year-old son, Pieter Gerrit
Mulder Jr. as the co-director of Jan Hamer & Co. Pieter Mulder Jr. had studied engineering
at college in Haarlem and at the Delft University of Technology, and had furthermore
gained practical experience at lift manufacturers in Vienna and Stockholm. That had
also led to him mastering several languages, including Swedish, French, German and
English.
On a journey through the US, Pieter Mulder Jr. saw a seated stairlift that inspired him
to introduce such lifts in the Netherlands. Once he got back home, he couldn’t shake
the idea and sat down behind the drawing board to design Europe’s first seated stairlift.
In 1961, the first customer was Mrs Pais-Vreede from The Hague, a friend of the
Mulder family. Pieter Mulder Jr. built this first stairlift together with Van Winssen, Bakker,
Jongerden and Pastor.
However, the leap from theory to practice was not an easy one. Cees van Winssen:
“Installing the thing was a complete nightmare. Pieter had surveyed the stairs beforehand
on site, but when we got there with the track, it wouldn’t fit onto the stairs properly. The
technician, Pieter and I found ourselves draped across those stairs until the wee hours,
trying to get the track to fit. We finally decided to put the lift into the trailer again and
take it back to the factory. After we finally got the track to fit properly, we stumbled on
problems with the safety brake installation that nearly drove us crazy. We ended up
having to take the lift back to the factory twice more before we finally got everything to
work properly.”
Pieter Mulder Jr.’s determination and stubborn belief in the end result finally made Jan
Hamer & Co Europe’s first manufacturer of seated stairlifts, laying the groundwork for a
future of the seated stairlift that would have been almost inconceivable at that time.

1961
Yuri Gagarin was the
first person in space
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1. Pieter Gerrit Mulder junior

8

2. Jan Hamer & co’s first seated stairlift
3. Specimen at Handicare museum
4. n1550 model with folding footplate

7

5-6. Advertisements from the uS, 1954
7. the first Inclinator seated stairlift
8. cees van Winssen
9. Jan Hamer & co manual winch-operated lift,
1904

10

11

10. drawing of the first seated stairlift
11. company outing on the occasion of its
75th anniversary
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Stairlifts for young and old
Pieter Mulder Jr.’s first years running the company were turbulent ones both on a business
and a private level. He married Anna Maria Korsten in 1962, inviting the full staff of Jan
Hamer & Co to the wedding. On the honeymoon, his wife was seriously injured in a car
accident, and on 28 March 1963 his father, Pieter Mulder Sr., died at the age of 68. This
put Pieter Mulder Jr. in sole charge of the company, supported by his mother, who took
care of administrative matters.
In 1964, Pieter Mulder Jr. imported a stairlift from the US at the request of a customer.
This stairlift, which could also be installed on a curved flight of stairs, was installed in a
villa in Bussum. However, the American lift had a few limitations that prompted Pieter
Mulder Jr. to design a stairlift himself, one that would be better suited to steep Dutch
stairs. This resulted in the N1550 in that same year, which was a stairlift with friction
wheels that could arch onto the landing. This stairlift was made compatible with curved
flights of stairs in 1967, and the first one was installed at the Brenninkmeijer family castle
in Germany. They owned the chain of C&A stores for which Jan Hamer & Co had already
been supplying lifts.
Pieter Mulder Jr. was a talented draughtsman
and creative by nature. He not only drew the
technical design of the first stairlift, but also
Simon Pastor 50 years in stairlifts

designed the new corporate logo, among

Simon Pastor joined Jan Hamer & Co when he

other things. He also took the initiative of

was only 14, and worked on the production

advertising Jan Hamer & Co products in

of the first seated stairlift in his early days at

newspapers and magazines on a regular

the company. On 11 September 2011, he will

basis to raise the profile of the stairlift. These

celebrate his 50th anniversary in the stairlift

ads would often feature pictures of models

business, a tremendous milestone. He is

sitting on stairlifts, and would mostly target the

currently in charge of

elderly, since they would benefit directly from

preparing tracks at the

having such a lift installed in their home. A

welding

department,

stairlift would, for example, enable the man of

so his knowledge and

the house to pop upstairs to treat his wife to a

experience are still at

nice breakfast in bed on Sunday morning. But

the basis of the many

the stairlift was also presented as a solution

stairlifts we produce

for younger people, such as young mothers,

every day.  

whom a stairlift could easily transport up a
flight of stairs with a baby on their lap.  
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Relocation to Heerhugowaard
Business was going well, and the company soon outgrew the premises on the Beijersweg.
However, Jan Hamer & Co’s building was located on the site of Gerrit Heemskerk
Staalconstructies, which would not approve an extension to the lift factory. Jan Hamer
& Co therefore launched a search for a new location for its factory, a search in which all
staff members were involved. Staff were bussed all over the province of Noord-Holland
looking for a suitable location for both the company and its staff. They finally chose
Heerhugowaard as the new base of Jan Hamer & Co, partly owing to a commitment by
local authorities regarding housing for Jan Hamer & Co staff.
Following a construction period of over a year, 4-year-old Tamara Mulder, co-founder
Willem Eising Mulder’s great-granddaughter, laid the symbolic final brick. After this
ceremonial act, the company could finally start relocating to the new building on
Marconistraat. Cor Pastor and Jan Eylander were the first to be allocated a house in
Heerhugowaard, and subsequently took on the task of setting up the new factory. On 15
January 1971, the new company premises were officially opened in the presence of the
mayor of Heerhugowaard, Mr A. F. Molleman. In his opening speech, Jan Hamer & Co’s
General Manager, Pieter Mulder Jr., called the site in Heerhugowaard the company’s
first “real home” in 38 years. The relocation of staff, however, did not go as smoothly as
initially planned. This to the dissatisfaction of works’ manager Jan van Wetering, who in
his opening speech cited that after three months only two of the forty staff members had
moved to Heerhugowaard. Due to a lack of housing in Heerhugowaard, the others had
to commute from Amsterdam every day.
The first key development in the new building was the introduction of a new stairlift in
1973 - the N1650. This was followed by the N1665 in 1974, a stairlift for curved stairs.
The design for this stairlift was made by Raymond Latten, the head of the drawing
department. The track was made up of a rectangular tube equipped with a guide rail. A
seat guide would run along this guide rail to keep the seat level in the curves. This track
remained in use up to the year 2000.  

1969
Neil Armstrong was
the first person to set
foot on the moon
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1. Pieter Gerrit Mulder junior
2. “Article from the “”Alkmaarsche 		
		Courant”” newspaper”
3-4. Invitation to official opening
		 of the factory
5. 	Tamara lays the last stone
6. Lift in Henri Dunant river cruiser
7. 	N1650 model stairlift
8. 	N1665 model stairlift
9. 	N1665 model stairlift

9

10

10. P.G. Mulder’s business card
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International interest
in stairlifts
Jan Hamer & Co’s N1665 stairlift was not only popular in the Netherlands. Across the
borders, serious interest in this stairlift also grew, such as at the UK lift manufacturer
Stannah. In 1975, Brian Stannah visited the Heerhugowaard plant to seal a licensing
deal with Mulder. In exchange for 5,000 pounds sterling, he returned to England with a
set of drawings for the N1665 under his arm. They entered into a gentleman’s agreement
stipulating that Jan Hamer & Co would not be marketing stairlifts in the UK and vice versa.
Up to 1979, Jan Hamer & Co would receive a licence fee for every stairlift Stannah sold.
Apart from that, Jan Hamer & Co became the Dutch distributor of Stannah’s “Silverrail”
stairlift for straight flights of stairs.
Jan Hamer & Co was a prominent
New developments at Brinkman

player in the lift business in this

Meanwhile, the lift division at Brinkman in Alkmaar was

period, despite its limited size

growing, as Brinkman’s dairy division started to slump.

compared to major international

Gerrit de Heer
Chris van Loenen

In 1973, Gerrit de Heer acquired all

manufacturers.

The

company’s

shares in the company for the sum of

prominence was mainly down to

one million guilders, with Jan Brinkman

Pieter Mulder’s network, which

subsequently exiting the company.

he built during his years as the

After a drastic reorganisation, everyone

chairman of the lift association.

on staff at Brinkman really buckled

His excellent language skills and

down. In 1975, Gerrit de Heer put Chris

technical expertise always came

Van Loenen in charge of the lift division,

in handy at international meetings

while he himself focused on machines

and events, and his network also

for the dairy industry. A new period of

ensured he was always up to

growth was dawning at Brinkman.

speed on the latest developments
and sales opportunities.

End of an era
In 1977, the last food lift was built, which meant the end of an exceptional era. Since
the turn of the century, the food lift had been a highly successful product that made Jan
Hamer & Co a well-known brand. Jan Hamer & Co had installed this kind of lift in many
extraordinary buildings over the years, including palaces and castles. This lift was a good
example of what made the Jan Hamer & Co brand different; supplying tailored solutions
in small spaces for which other vendors with their standardised products could not offer
an appropriate solution.
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1. Silverrail model
2. The board of the lift association
3. Jan Hamer’s trade fair stand, 1982
4. Brinkman’s dairy division

4

5. Food lift at Handicare museum
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The mood in the 1980s
Around 1980, Jan Hamer & Co’s range was made up of seated stairlifts, platform stairlifts,
lifting platforms and home lifts. Nearly all the parts for these lifts were made in-house at
the company’s own workshop. The company had a small turning shop, a welding shop,
a painting shop, an assembly department and an open warehouse. Stairlift production
capacity was three to five lifts a week, with production of the track with the steel tube
section taking about forty hours, which is highly time-consuming compared to today’s
production time of eight hours. The range of stairlifts was expanded with the N1750, but
this model never really took off.

Jan Drommel, an engine fitter and platform stairlifts expert who joined
on 1 March 1977, says:
“We would make every lift to measure, giving customers various
options for special adaptations and colours. Everyone worked with
great dedication on each product, almost seeing the product as their
baby. It was therefore also quite usual to have the actual maker of the
lift install the lift at the client’s himself.”

First international dealer: Sweden’s MPR
In March 1981, Pieter Mulder attended the Malmö Care Exhibition, where the Swedish
firm MPR exhibited a Cama-made straight platform lift. Mulder used the opportunity to
talk to MPR director Anders Jönsson, which led to MPR becoming the first international
dealer of Jan Hamer & Co stairlifts.
MPR had been established in 1977 to boost accessibility in buildings for the elderly and
the disabled across Sweden. Up to now, MPR has, in a partnership spanning 30 years,
sold a total of over 2,500 stairlifts for Jan Hamer & Co, Freelift and Handicare.
1. Factory building at Marconistraat 16
2. Model N1640 vertical lifting platform
3. Model N1620 platform stairlift
4. 26 -metre lift track for MPR
5. Model N1850 stand-up stairlift

1980

6. Model N1750 stairlift
7. Model N900 home lift

John Lennon was
murdered by Mark Chapman
in New York
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8. Various brochures
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Takeover by OTIS
OTIS, one of the world’s leading lift manufacturers, became extremely interested in Jan
Hamer & Co. Especially Jan Hamer & Co’s maintenance portfolio and made-to-measure
traditional lifts appealed to OTIS. On 26 June 1980, Jan Hamer & Co sold a 40% stake in
the company to OTIS. When Pieter Mulder became seriously ill in 1984, he sold the other
60% to OTIS as well. That signified the end of the “family-run business” as it had been
since the establishment of the partnership with Willem Eising Mulder back in 1889. Pieter
Mulder, the last in a line of Mulders heading up the company, died on 2 February 1986.
Jan Hamer & Co’s last passenger/goods lift
In April 1985, the Jan Hamer & Co factory produced its last passenger/goods lift. This lift
had a lifting capacity of 2,200 kilograms, a lift height of 18 metres, and a 26-metre shaft.
The shaft was built at the factory under the supervision of Simon Pastor. Peter Luken
was the draughtsman responsible for drawing the lift shaft, and he recalls with a smile:  
“It was initially not at all certain we would be able to ship this massive lift. Colleagues
predicted it would not be possible to get the lift out of the factory, as it would not fit
through the door on a lorry. Fortunately, it turned out on the day that the lorry did just fit
through the factory door. There was a space of at least a centimetre and a half between
the load and the edge of the door frame. In other words, made to measure.”
First interest from Norway
On 3 May 1985, OTIS Liften BV’s General Manager, Mr Drilling, entered into a contract
with Ingeniør Christen Smith, owner of the company of the same name. The deal made
Christen Smith the first and only official dealer of Jan Hamer & Co lifts in Norway. On 8
January 1997, two Christen Smith employees, Mr Knut Bjartland and Mr Jørn Horgen,
acquired the stairlift division and continued independently under the name KWS, which
was subsequently taken over by Handicare on 31 March 2010.
Jan Hamer & Co’s 100th anniversary
The Jan Hamer & Co company celebrated its 100th anniversary in 1986, which was
reason to take all staff members on an outing to the Kröller-Müller Museum and
Arnhem’s Open Air Museum. The day of celebration was concluded with a dinner dance
in Zaandam for all staff members and their partners.

1986
Nuclear disaster
at Chernobyl
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1. the last passenger goods lift

9

2. Pieter Gerrit Mulder junior
3. Knut Bjartland and Jørn Horgen
4-6. 100th anniversary festivities
7. the first stairlift order from norway
8. 100th anniversary plaque
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Brinkman and
Jan Hamer & Co merge
In the 1980s, column lift production at Brinkman grew to about two hundred lifts per
year. However, personal circumstances forced Gerrit de Heer to make a difficult choice,
which finally saw him sell the company to fully focus on caring for his ill wife. Mr Drilling of
OTIS had already been eyeing Brinkman’s lift division for some time, and after submitting
the best bid, the takeover by OTIS was sealed in July 1983.
A decision was made to merge both OTIS subsidiaries under the name Liftenfabriek
Brinkman Jan Hamer B.V. in October 1986. Jan Hamer & Co’s building on Marconistraat
in Heerhugowaard was extended from 1,000 square metres to 2,500 square metres so
it could house both companies. The board was made up of Nic Stunnenberg, who took
care of commercial affairs, and Chris van Loenen, who took on operational affairs. Both
companies’ maintenance portfolios were integrated into OTIS’ maintenance portfolio,
which also saw all service engineers transfer from Brinkman Jan Hamer to OTIS.
The merger of these companies brought an end to the traditional Jan Hamer lift and
also led to the sale of Brinkman’s dairy wing. Liftenfabriek Brinkman Jan Hamer focused
on the production of column lifts and lifts for the elderly and disabled, which included
stairlifts.
  
The merger was a success and propelled first-year growth of 20% in the column lift
segment, and as much as 50% growth in the stairlift segment. Consequently, space
became tight at the Marconistraat premises, forcing the company to rent additional
space at the Stet company in Castricum, which also took care of transportation of the
column lifts.
Special initiative
In May 1989, a group of Brinkman Jan Hamer employees set out to help a povertystricken family in Poland. The initiative was taken by one employee, Gerrit van Dorrestein,
who organised food and goods transports to Poland in his spare time. In their own time,
the group of employees built and installed a stairlift for the two disabled children of the
penniless family in the Polish town of Kozie.

1989
Fall of the Berlin wall
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1. Liftenfabriek Brinkman Jan Hamer B.V.
2. 	De Heer and Drilling sign the agreement
3. Bicycle transportation using the N1665
4. Stairlift for Poland
5. 	Nic Stunnenberg
6. 	Chris van Loenen
7. Production at full steam

7

8

8. Model N3000 seated stairlift
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A true designer stairlift: the Ergolift
In the early 1990s, Wim Duchhart, General Manager of OTIS Nederland, saw a great
future in stairlifts, but he wanted to move away from the traditional “hospital look” and
turn the stairlift into a stylish piece of furniture. He brought in industrial design firm Ninaber
Peters Krouwel, well-known for their designs of Dutch coins and letter boxes. They were
commissioned to restyle the stairlift and they made an enthusiastic start.
On 2 March 1993, Brinkman Jan Hamer’s Ergolift was officially unveiled to the press
and general public. It was a revolutionary stairlift thanks to its ergonomic and aesthetic
design and combination of design and functionality. The seat was made of elastic and
low-maintenance integral foam with laterally adjustable armrests, meaning the seat could
be adapted to any user. The international jury at the Industrie Forum Design Hannover
awarded the attractive and functional stairlift the top prize in the “household” category.
Conquering the German market
After landing that important prize, the German market was next to be conquered, with
the help of the Kleindienst company in Augsburg. They were the first German dealer
of Brinkman Jan Hamer lifts. Garaventa Kleindienst & Reha-Lift GmbH, the result of
the merger of Kleindienst and Rehalift in 2006, is today in 2011 still one of the largest
Handicare stairlift dealers in Europe.

Another step forward for the stairlift
In 1994, the Ergolift II was launched in the Netherlands, constituting
a real innovation in the market. For the first time, the information
needed to keep the seat level was no longer applied to the track,
but rather included in the stairlift’s motor unit. Keeping the seat
level happened using a what is known as a curve disc, which
contained the information about the course of the track. That made
this stairlift the mechanical frontrunner of the current generation of
curved stairlifts - the Van Gogh, Rembrandt, and Vermeer, where
information is recorded on an electronic data card.
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1-2.	Design drawings for Ergolift
3. Ergolift prototype
4. Visit of Kleindienst
5. Ergolift on spiral staircase
6. Ergolift brochure

5

6

7. Foam model of Ergolift
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Impending closure of Liftenfabriek
Brinkman Jan Hamer
Late in 1992, OTIS’ European HQ ordered Wim Duchhart to cease production of column
lifts and stairlifts and close the plant in Heerhugowaard. But in February 1993, Duchhart
heard that competitor Kone was developing a new column lift. With that information
in hand, he managed to convince the management at OTIS HQ in Paris to keep
manufacturing the column lift.
In mid-1993, both directors, Chris van Loenen and Nic Stunnenberg, retired. Some
turbulent times ensued, with the day-to-day running of the company temporarily in the
hands of Piet Hogenhout, Herman Meeuwsen and Irene Hoogstad.
In 1994, it seemed inevitable that the factory would have to close its doors after all.
Column lift production was moved from Heerhugowaard to the OTIS plant in France.
The board at OTIS’ European HQ in Paris did not believe in the stairlift as a product for
the future. Or in the memorable words of one OTIS official: “OTIS is not a pharmacy”.
The end seemed at hand, but Wim Duchhart still believed the company had a future.
Wim Duchhart:   at hand, but Wim Duchhart still believed the company had a future.
Wim Duchhart: “I believed in the people and the stairlift itself as a product. I realised the
population was ageing, and that the group of elderly people in society would only grow,
and with that dependency on mobility aids such as stairlifts.”

‘Olympic escalator walk’
In 1995, Brinkman Jan Hamer supported the Dutch team in the Olympics for the mentally
challenged in the United States. Brinkman Jan Hamer employees walked against the direction
of movement of the escalators at a shopping centre in Heiloo for half an hour to raise money.
With this sponsored performance they ended up raising 5,000 guilders.

Wim Duchhart’s efforts finally paid off when the company made a successful restart. Jan
Verweij’s Vehold company officially acquired OTIS’ stake in the Liftenfabriek Brinkman
Jan Hamer in 1996, which meant the future of the company in Heerhugowaard was
secured. Mart Hester, who had joined as general manager in February 1995, continued
to be in charge of day-to-day management in the new set-up.
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1. Wim duchhart
2. Mart Hester
3. column lift and printed circuit board
4. Production at Heerhugowaard
5. newspaper article on
escalator challenge
6. World record’ attempt
7. team Brinkman Jan Hamer
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Focus on stairlifts
Owing to sweeping changes to legislation and safety requirements, the home lift,
platform lift and the platform stairlift were scrapped from Brinkman Jan Hamer’s range
in 1996. The production and assembly area was rearranged and the whole building on
Marconistraat was used for stairlift production from that moment on. In 1996, a total of
six hundred stairlifts rolled off the production line. The company was on the verge of a
period of tremendous growth in the stairlift market.
The time had come for the company to stop importing the straight ‘Silverrail’ stairlift and
to develop its own straight stairlift alongside its successful curved model. This decision
was also prompted by the fact that Stannah, which built the ‘Silverrail’, had set up its
own sales office in the Netherlands in the mid-1990s, and preferred to no longer supply
to Brinkman Jan Hamer. The company decided to launch a development project for its
own straight stairlift, and was helped on its way by a good tip-off. Knut Bjartland of the
Norwegian dealer KWS advised Dick Beerepoot of Brinkman Jan Hamer to get in touch
with the Wessex company in the UK. Dick Beerepoot explains: “Wessex was ceasing
production of their straight stairlift. Brinkman Jan Hamer was therefore able to purchase
the drawings, machines and goodwill of their product, and started producing its Ergolift
Straight soon thereafter. And the deal included Wessex becoming the UK dealer for our
curved stairlifts
Freelift stands for freedom
With the company fully dedicated to stairlifts, Mart Hester decided it was time for a new
powerful name for the company. A name that better reflected the product the company
produced. On 1 December 1997, the name Liftenfabriek
Brinkman Jan Hamer was changed to Freelift. The idea
behind that name was that people would preserve their
freedom by purchasing a stairlift.

1. The full Freelift workforce

1996

2. Pedro Bakker builds the Ergolift
3-5-6. Ergolift Straight model

Dolly the sheep,
the first cloned mammal,
was born
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4. Team of engineers in new outfit
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Global expansion for Freelift
Hans van Eerd, Freelift’s Commercial Director at the time, was the driving force behind
the company’s global growth. His enthusiasm and effort led to a meteoric rise in the
number of dealers across the world.
Hans van Eerd says: “Our company’s strength was, and still is, the
harmonious collaboration with our dealers abroad. Communication
and a good working atmosphere are key there. From the early years
of our international growth we have been organising regular dealer
days or inviting dealers to visit the factory. The first official Freelift
dealer day was held in 1999. Dealers from various countries were
invited to Heerhugowaard for a two-day meeting. On the first day, we presented all our
innovations, while the second day was a day of relaxation that saw everyone go ‘off the
road’.”

The Classic seat
In the year 2000, the successful Ergolift seat was replaced by a new model
- the Classic seat. This seat combined the ergonomic features of the Ergo
seat with an even more attractive design. What is more, the Classic seat
was directly available in various appealing colours, so that customers could
choose. Up to the present day, the Classic seat is the company’s most
successful seat and is sold across the world.

Birth of Freelift France
The first dealers in France were the Siminor company and Jan Schouten. These
partnerships lasted from 1985 to the early 1990s. After that, Unilev became Freelift’s
official partner. Unilev was a partnership of a number of French companies, intended to
increase accessibility of private and public buildings. Freelift France was founded on 5
September 2000 with a view to supporting Freelift’s network of dealers that covered the
whole of France. The Unilev members were also incorporated. Orders for stairlifts would
come in at the office in Amiens, where they would be processed and passed on to local
dealers. In 2008, Freelift France moved from Amiens to Paris, where a warehouse, a
showroom and a training area were added to the offices.
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CONFORT, SÉCURITÉ,
QUALITÉ DE VIE,
INDÉPENDANCE…
Pensez-y dès
maintenant !
Le monte-escalier Freelift :

• s’adapte à tout type d’escalier
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1. Invitation to dealer meeting
2. 	Off-roading
3. 1999 dealer meeting
4. Advertisement in Notre Temps
5. Visit by Toyo Koken
6. 	Dealer meeting in France
7. Freelift France in Amiens
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8. 1999 dealer meeting
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Freelift’s new curved lift - the Van Gogh
In 2001, Freelift laid the basis for today’s successful product - the Van Gogh. The first
Van Gogh was installed in the home of Mrs Heemskerk in Naarden.
This new product was a real innovation in the stairlift market. The rectangular steel tube
was replaced by a round one, which was bent by a machine. This cut track production
time by eighty percent. Furthermore, the lift was no longer powered by 220V mains
electricity, but by batteries that could continue to power the lift during power cuts. To
keep the seat level, a new patented electronic control system was even developed. The
combination of the attractive design and straightforward installation (by one technician in
just three hours!) made the Van Gogh Freelift’s showpiece and most successful product.
Formation of Freelift Ltd.
Unfortunately, stairlift sales in the UK through Wessex did not prove to be a resounding
success. But the British market did offer plenty of opportunity, partly thanks to the British
government heavily subsidising stairlifts. That finally inspired the company to set up its
own operations in the UK.  
Anne Handy, one of the driving forces in the UK relates: “In mid-2001, Robert Kane
and Mike Holburn set up Freelift Ltd, choosing Newcastle as their base. As the former
owners of the British stairlift factory Bison Bede they brought in a great deal of market
knowledge, and also managed to persuade various Bison Bede employees to join Freelift.
Freelift’s own subsidiary in the UK turned out to be a successful format from the start.
Both direct sales and sales through dealers surged, with Freelift stairlifts finding their way
to many British consumers. This resulted in the British market becoming Freelift’s largest
market in 2005.”

1. The first brochure for the Van Gogh
2. Van Gogh model
3. Installation drawing for the first Van Gogh
4. Export to Japan
5. Start of track production

2001

6. Quality check of the first Van Gogh
7. Freelift’s promotional vehicle in the UK

Terrorist attack with two airplanes
flying into the twin towers of the
World Trade Center in New York
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8. Stuart Briggs (centre) and Robert Kane (right)
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Freelift Van Gogh:
het toppunt van comfort en design
NIEUW
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2
Alles aan de Van Gogh-stoeltraplift is
ontworpen om ruimte te besparen, uw interieur te verfraaien en het comfort maximaal
te verhogen. De nieuwe Freelift Van Gogh is
het summum van design en gemak.
Vrijwel geruisloos en súperlicht doet deze
stoeltraplift zijn werk. En zendergestuurd:
dus volledig draadloos.
Minimale afmetingen,
maximale ruimte op
de trap. De constructie
bestaat uit één
compacte buis zonder
hinderlijke snoeren,
kabels of kabelgoten,
en past in élk interieur,
op iedere trap.

Snoeren, kabels of kabelgoten behoren
bij deze luxe traplift tot de verleden tijd.
En ook van de aandrijving is praktisch niets te
zien. Met de compacte, enkele buis met minimale afmetingen behoudt u maximale ruimte
op de trap. De superslanke Van Gogh wordt
speciaal op maat gemaakt en past dan ook
perfect in ieder interieur én op iedere trap!

De elektronisch
geregelde snelheid
biedt optimaal comfort.
Met Softstart en
Softstop bent u
verzekerd van een
schokvrije en vrijwel
geruisloze loop.
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Relocation to Newtonstraat
Freelift kept growing fast, and the Heerhugowaard premises soon turned out to be too small
to be able to handle all incoming orders. Due to the lack of space, part of the operations
had already been moved to various locations in Den Helder and Heerhugowaard, but
that did not make for an ideal situation. The company decided to invest heavily and build
a new factory on Newtonstraat in Heerhugowaard, with a production area totalling over
10,000 square metres. This was over four times as much as at the old premises. After
31 years in January 2002, Freelift left Marconistraat to move to the new site. The building
was designed to be highly energy efficient. One green measure was the installation of a
heat pump system with advanced technology for heat recovery and ventilation.
General Manager Mart Hester in his opening speech: “It was certainly not a done deal
that Freelift would stay in Heerhugowaard. We had attractive offers from Germany and
Heerenveen. But the investment premium did not weigh up against the fact that Freelift
would then lose a lot of its staff. After all, the strength of our company lies in the people
that work here.”
After the speech, Sylvio Maduro presented the board, on behalf of all Freelift staff, with a
stairlift-inspired artwork, to commemorate the official opening of the new building.
During the open day in June 2002, all of Freelift’s international dealers visited the new
premises and were introduced to the company’s new products. That was the day the
Mondriaan was unveiled - a lift for straight flights of stairs with the smallest track in the
world, with all the running gear integrated into the track. Anders Jönsson of the Swedish
dealer MPR made the symbolic last journey on the Ergolift Straight. That same year, the
Freelift Mondriaan had its world premiere before the British public at the Naidex trade
fair in Birmingham.

1. Mayor Vermeer and Mart Hester driving the first pile
2-5. Building site on Newtonstraat
6. Factory building at Newtonstraat 35
7. “Article from the “”Alkmaarsche Courant”” newspaper”
8. Sylvio Maduro presents gift

2002

9. Anders Jönsson makes last ever journey on Ergolift Straight
10 Mondriaan model

The Euro adopted as the
common currency in twelve
European countries
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2002
2011

Extending the product range
At the start of the 21st century, the Newtonstraat site was the place of work for over one
hundred Freelift employees. Employees from different countries, each with specific skills,
who brought in the right expertise to ensure every stairlift could be made to measure. The
company’s rapid international growth also brought new challenges for its production. As
volumes grew, the need arose to introduce serial production, giving the company greater
efficiency in delivering its products as quickly as possible. And that while continuing
to offer customers a wide range of options and a unique customised stairlift as the
end result. Alongside this focus on product improvements, continuous optimisation of
production processes became the basis for the current business.

Rembrandt takes the inside curve
In 2002, the company introduced a new take on the stairlift: the Rembrandt.
Since 2002, this stairlift, named after the Dutch master painter Rembrandt, made it possible
to also install Freelift stairlifts in the inside curve of a flight
of curved stairs. This was useful for when, for example,
obstacles in the outer curve impeded installation of the
stairlift there. The first ever Rembrandt was installed at
the home of the Bicker-Caarden family in Den Bosch. Co
Reus, the engineer who installed the new ‘masterpiece’,
was the first person to go for a ride on the Rembrandt.

Select seat brings greater comfort
Freelift traditionally sold stairlifts in countries where subsidies were granted for the
purchase of a stairlift, countries such as the Netherlands, the UK, and the Scandinavian
countries. But the phenomenon of the stairlift gained ever more widespread fame over
the years, bringing it to the attention of consumers who were willing to purchase a stairlift
with their own money. This created a demand for products with a more luxurious look
and greater comfort. Freelift jumped at this chance and developed the ‘Select seat’: a
seat with luxury fabric upholstery available in various colours and with many extras as
standard. It also offered the unique Comfort option, which equipped the seat with a
convenient stand-up feature. This joystick-operated feature helped the user when sitting
down or getting up by automatically tilting the seat. That was yet another innovation that
made Freelift stand out among the competition.
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1. development of new models
2. track welding
3. Seat assembly
4. Powder coating the tracks
5. Motor unit assembly

9

10

6. Quality inspection
7. track welding
8.

24-hour service

9. Select seat with stand-up feature
10-11 the first rembrandt
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Innovator in the stairlift industry
In the first decade of the 21st century, Freelift expanded its production facilities
considerably to be able to keep up with steadily increasing demand for its products.
One example of that expansion was the purchase of an automated powder coating
installation in mid-2002, which enabled in-house colour coating of tracks for the stairlifts.
In December 2003, the first of three robots joined the company to support the track
welding process. These robots were designed specifically for Freelift and brought quality
consistency to the welding and also accelerated the production process, resulting in
short delivery times for customers.
On 11 May 2004, the Birmingham Evening Mail ran an article on Freelift, focusing on the
‘Designer chair’. This seat was tailored especially to the needs of the UK market. The
most eye-catching features of this new seat were its straightforward operating handle
and its single-action folding. The ‘Designer chair’ was later added to the product line
under the name ‘Basic seat’ and in subsequent years became Freelift’s best-selling seat
after the ‘Classic seat’.
Across several floors with the Vermeer
As developments kept coming thick and fast, the first stairlift that could serve more
than two floors was launched in 2004: the Vermeer. The first one immediately became
a museum piece, as it was installed in a museum in Bergen in the province of North
Holland. The museum’s two old Ergolifts, which had served the visitors to the museum
well over the years, had to make way for the new stairlift. Engineers Co Reus and
Norman Swenneker installed the new Vermeer stairlift on the inside of the stairs. All
floors of the Kranenburg Museum were now accessible to everyone without having to
change stairlifts on intermediate floors. The new stairlift was officially put into operation
at a ceremony led by the mayor of Heerhugowaard, who went by the same name as
the stairlift: Vermeer. Famed Bergen solicitor, poet, and writer Chris Veraart tasted the
pleasure of the stairlift’s inaugural journey.

1. Powder coating the track supports
2. Welding robot
3. The first Vermeer
4. Assembly of the first Vermeer
5. Mayor Vermeer unveils the Vermeer
6. Basic seat with children’s drawing print on upholstery
7. Chris Veraart makes first journey on the Vermeer
8. Article in Birmingham Evening Mail
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Socially responsible staff
Throughout the company’s history, there have been many occasions on which staff
members donated their time to help install stairlifts for exceptional people in need of
a helping hand. In may 2004, for example, Freelift Ltd installed a stairlift in Country
Durham in the UK for three-year-old Jaide. Jaide suffered a number of disorders, one of
which caused her to grow fast and be very heavy for her age. This made it hard for her
to get around, let alone go up and down the stairs, and that while her parents could no
longer carry her. Seeing as the family was not eligible for funding or support from their
local council, Freelift decided to take it upon itself to improve the lives of Jaide and her
parents. Within a short time span, Freelift Ltd staff members installed a ‘Mondriaan’ at
Jaide’s home, enabling her to go up and down the stairs without the help of her parents.
TV appearances
In the Netherlands, Freelift contributed to the TV show “Hart in Actie” (Heart in Action)
on two occasions. In August 2004, Freelift installed a stairlift for ‘Captain Jan’. While the
presenter of the show, Wendy van Dijk, distracted him by taking him for a boat trip in Den
Helder, Freelift installed a stairlift at his home in Delft, free of charge. In early November
2006, Freelift made another grand gesture by gifting a stairlift to the Roek family in
Almere. Mr Roek had been in a traffic accident and lost his mobility. Despite numerous
requests, local authorities would not subsidise a stairlift for him. But then his neighbours
took action and called in Hart in Actie’s Natasja Froger, who in turn contacted Freelift.
Freelift staff built and installed a customised stairlift for Mr Roek, again without charging
a penny for it.
Social commitment in Germany
In Germany too, Freelift showed its socially responsible side. The company responded
to a request from the ‘Nestwärme e.V.’ organisation and helped make eleven-year-old
Corinna’s life a little easier. Corinna suffered from spina bifida, i.e. a split spine, which
she had already been operated on fifty-five times. Freelift helped out by installing a
Rembrandt at her parents’ house. The stairs at her home were therefore no longer an
obstacle, meaning that she could continue to live in her own home.

1. Article in Evening Chronicle
2. Mondriaan stairlift for a Greek dog
3. Sponsored stairlift for Alkmaar sports centre
4. TV show helps the Roek family
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Growth opportunities in Germany
The German city of Düsseldorf has been the home of the world’s most important trade
fair for stairlifts: the Rehacare. Vendors and manufacturers come together here every
year to unveil their novelties and products before tens of thousands of visitors from
all over the world. These visitors are, of course, mainly consumers and dealers from
Germany itself who are looking for new products such as stairlifts. That has also made
Rehacare a rich source of new contacts for Freelift every year, contacts that have helped
propel Freelift’s international sales.
The foundation of Freelift Treppenlifte GmbH
Being one the largest markets of private customers for stairlifts in Europe, Germany
offers more opportunities than just the annual Rehacare trade fair. In order to be better
able to seize these opportunities, Freelift set up its own German operations in 2005,
based in Kleve. After completing all the required
A creative solution

preparations, Freelift Treppenlifte went on sale

That Freelift experts are capable of

in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia in March

impressive achievements became apparent

2006. Freelift’s two salesmen in Germany, Frank

once more in an inventive solution they

Voss and Drasko Pavlovic, initially focused on

came up with for a German customer. A

obtaining potential customers through the so-

Freelift dealer managed to install a Freelift

called ‘Sanitätshäuser’. These are domiciliary

stairlift on a hinged ladder in a garage,

care outlets where elderly people can purchase

enabling the owner to continue to use both

items to help them be able to continue to live

the garage and his beloved hobby attic.

in their own homes. In an attempt to draw
attention to the fact that stairlifts were also

available from the local Sanitätshaus, Freelift Treppenlifte placed ads in newspapers and
even advertised on trams in Essen and Mülheim.
Alongside its own direct sales across the Ruhrgebiet, Freelift started rolling out a national
network of stairlift dealers in 2006. These experienced dealerships with highly driven
experts brought further fast growth of Freelift stairlift sales across Germany.

2006
The official Rembrandt year
in honour of the 400th
anniversary of his date of birth
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1. Freelift treppenlifte at a trade fair in Essen
2-3. Seated stairlift on hinged stairs

7

4. dealer meeting of German dealers
5. tram in Essen with Freelift advertising
6. Freelift at the rehacare trade fair
7. Freelift team at the rehacare trade fair
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The world’s leading
stairlift supplier
After over ten years, Freelift parted ways with its General Manager Mart Hester in
December 2005. His successor was Jeroen Meier, under whose leadership Freelift
became one of the world’s leading stairlift suppliers. Despite the economic downturn
that started in 2008, Freelift continued to grow. Both in numbers of stairlifts produced,
and in numbers of employees and dealers.
Collaboration anniversary
In 2007, Freelift celebrated the 25th anniversary of its long-standing collaboration with
Sweden’s MPR. On the occasion of this anniversary, MPR’s full workforce visited Freelift
in Heerhugowaard. After an introduction to the latest developments at the plant, the visit
was wrapped up with a nice meal at a Japanese restaurant in Alkmaar.
Interest from Italy
In 2007, Freelift’s Jeroen Meier sealed a deal with Italy’s Vimec, a considerable player
in the Italian lift market. They had shown great interest in Freelift’s products, which was
quite surprising, seeing as Vimec itself manufactured stairlifts with a so-called ‘twin tube
system’. Yet the Italians were so impressed with the Freelift Van Gogh and Rembrandt
that they decided to shut down their own production line for stairlifts for curved stairs
and switch to Freelift’s ‘single tube system’. A new seat was developed for Vimec in
close collaboration between both companies. This seat was eventually marketed under
the name ‘Capri’.

1. Freelift and Jan Hamer & Co in one building
2. Jeroen Meier knights Anders Jönsson
3. Vimec sales staff listen carefully
4-5. The Capri in Vimec’s showroom

2007

6. A visit from Dolphin Stairlifts general
director Rob Edwards (centre)

US mortgage banks caused a
global economic meltdown
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7. Visit to historic windmill with Dolphin Stairlifts
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Handicare takes over Freelift
December 2007 saw the dawning of a new age for Freelift. After years of investing in the
successful and growing company, shareholders Vehold and Greenfield Capital Partners
sold their stake in Freelift to the best candidate: Norway’s Handicare.   
The story of Handicare
In the middle of the 1980s, three wheelchair users met by chance in a Norwegian
rehabilitation centre. As wheelchair users they had recognized all the shortfalls of the
wheelchairs they were using and decided to make wheelchairs that were custom-made
for the user and comfortable to use. In 1986, the three new partners founded their
company ‘Rullestolekspertene’ (the Wheelchair Experts), working from a small garage.
One of the founders, Tom Myklebust, still develops new mobility products for Handicare
today.
Over the years, Handicare, as the company is called since 1995, has steadily developed
its business both organically and through acquisitions and mergers with various, long
established companies and strong brands in the healthcare sector. And, simultaneously,
the Handicare product range has expanded considerably.  
The Handicare Group has meanwhile become one of the leading healthcare companies
in Europe with sales companies and manufacturing organisations in Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, the UK, France, Poland, Canada, the US, and
China. In addition, Handicare brand products are distributed through a comprehensive
network of professional dealers and distributors in 30 countries around the world.
Handicare’s broad geographic reach does not take away from the fact that Handicare
products are designed to satisfy specific local market needs. They provide solutions and
support that allow people to remain in their home environment and live independently as
long as possible.
Handicare is driven by a passion to make people’s everyday life easier by identifying with
the users’ individual needs and offering a wide range of well-designed, highly functional
stairlifts, mobility products, transfer aids, bathroom safety solutions and car adaptations.
Why? Because by providing solutions, Handicare can truly make a difference to people’s
daily lives. And in life… every day matters.

2008
Barack Obama was elected
as the first black president
of the United States
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1. the three founders
2. tom Myklebust
3. Handicare across the globe
4. Making everyday life easier
5. Handicare’s growth
6. Handicare’s product range
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Progress through advanced
technology
In 2009, the straight stairlift was modernised. The Mondriaan’s steel track was replaced
by a modern aluminium track, and this stairlift was rebranded as the Picasso. This radical
innovation not only led to an even more attractive design, but also triggered new interest
from the market.
PhotoSurvey surveying system
No flight of stairs is the same, so before a stairlift can be made to measure, the stairs
will have to be surveyed, which is a tricky job when you only have traditional surveying
means. Freelift has therefore developed an advanced and professional system in-house
to measure stairs, called PhotoSurvey. In only twenty minutes, the surveyor will shoot
digital photos of special markers he’s laid out on the steps of the stairs at the customer’s
home. After copying these photos onto a laptop PC, a special piece of software will use
the markers to calculate all the dimensions of the stairs in question. The resulting data is
then sent to the factory via the internet, after which the production process commences
right away. PhotoSurvey has not only made it easier and quicker to survey a flight of
stairs, it has also greatly reduced the chance of errors in measurements.   
Bending machine
A major leap forward for the company came in January 2010, when it took its own
bending machine into operation to manufacture tracks for curved stairlifts. This machine
was developed especially for Freelift and bends and finishes tracks through a range of
computerised processes. With this considerable investment, an important part of the
production process was brought in-house, and production and delivery times were cut
further.
A good atmosphere as the basis for good teamwork
Besides hard work, enjoyment and relaxation with colleagues have also always been very
important at the company. The various outings and activities, which are meanwhile all
organised by the company’s own personnel association Feelfree, allow employees and
their partners to also interact on an informal and social level. The pleasant atmosphere
among the company’s staff is further evidenced by the fact that we are a close-knit team
of committed employees, of which thirty-two have been working at the company for over
ten years, and thirteen even for over twenty-five years!
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1-2. the Freelift Picasso
3.

PhotoSurvey is easy to use

4. the bending machine at Freelift
5. Jos Koopman surveying the stairs manually
6. P.G. Mulder’s measuring tool
7.

7

“Article from the “”Alkmaarsche courant”” newspaper”

8. Jan Hamer employees with over 25 years of experience
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A new name for a new company
In 2009, the board of Freelift revealed its intention to change the company’s name to
Handicare. Taking the parent company’s name would create the opportunity of growing
along with the global brand Handicare. A project team was set up to start preparations
for the name change.
In March 2010, Handicare made an important move in the stairlift market with the
acquisition of UK stairlift manufacturer Minivator. A decision was made to merge the
operations of Freelift and Minivator, and to make this official, both companies changed
their name to Handicare on 1 July 2010. This instantly made Handicare one of the
three largest players in the stairlift market, with a presence in the Netherlands, the UK,
Germany, France, Norway, Shanghai, and the US. The merged assortment of curved
stairlifts was a very complete one, with both single tube and twin tube systems. The
assortment for straight stairs saw similar sudden expansion, growing to as many as five
different models, with a choice of different seats, upholstery, colours and options.
Freelift’s full staff participated in the ceremonial lowering of the Freelift flag and raising
of the Handicare flag by three loyal Freelift employees. The Handicare name was thus
officially adopted while everyone enjoyed a nice glass of champagne. Jeroen Meier and
Simon Pastor subsequently unveiled a memorial plaque by the entrance, with a concise
history of the company.

The history of Minivator in a nutshell
The first Minivator stairlift was built in the 1970s by Dunstable Toolmakers. It was built for
a family member who needed help getting up and down the stairs. Dunstable Toolmakers
subsequently sold the successful design for this stairlift to Sunrise Medical, which started
racking up serious sales. In December 2000, the stairlift division went solo with fifty-three
workers after a management buy-out, changing its name to Minivator Limited and investing
further in the product. With the arrival of new investors in 2004, the company grew into the
Minivator Group, and saw rapid growth that led to the acquisition by Handicare in 2010.  
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A selection of over 60,000 satisfied customers

Mrs Latten on her Van Gogh. Mrs Latten is the
widow of Mr Latten, who back in the 1970s was
the chief engineer behind the development of the
N1665 stairlift.

1. Fotobijschriften
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Mrs Mulder and Tamara Mulder on a visit to
Handicare. They are still proud of the stairlift that
was introduced in Europe by their husband and
father Pieter Gerrit Mulder in the 1960s.
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An eye on the future
Congratulations!
Handicare Stairlifts celebrates its 125th anniversary this year. At the very
same time Handicare celebrates 25 years of history. A lot has happened
with Handicare since three wheelchair users started up in a small garage
in Norway in 1986.
Market conditions
Many western countries are seeing their populations age. This trend
is expected to have positive effects on Handicare’s business. With the
number of elderly people increasing, fewer people to take care of them,
and a constant need to reduce costs in order to run a more rationalised healthcare system, cost-cutting
and time-saving solutions will be preferred. Homecare is considered to be the preferred alternative
both in terms of “quality of life” and cost effectiveness.
Handicare Accessibility
Freelift products are currently one of the cornerstones in the future growth of Handicare internationally.
Together with Minivator products we are able to offer the market stairlifts within many different
categories, and we supply a broader and better portfolio than ever. The combination of Minivator
and Freelift products enables us to build a stronger position both in the UK and in all other European
markets, as well as a better position for growth elsewhere. The business unit in the US has seen rapid
growth over years, and Minivator’s set-up in China is an asset not only for stairlift products, but for the
total Handicare Group for the future. Handicare has recently grown considerably in Italy, France and
Germany, and we aim for this to continue.
Today, Handicare Accessibility products consist only of stairlifts. In the future we will grow our business
into related product segments, and we foresee a continued focus on operational improvements
combined with potential acquisitions.
Happy Anniversary!
In our Stairlift business, 125 years of experience make for a solid basis for the future. We will however
not only look back, we will focus on the future. A famous person once said: “Let us focus on the future,
as that is where we are to spend the rest of our lives”.
I am proud to have the former Freelift as a part of the Handicare family. I am proud that we share the
same values, and amongst them maybe the most important one: the passion to make everyday life
easier for the users of our products.
Per Gunnar Borhaug
CEO Handicare Group
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Afterword by the editors
Dear reader,
First and foremost we hope you have enjoyed reading our anniversary book, or will enjoy
reading it.
This book sheds light on our rich history with a range of innovations, successes and
sometimes also setbacks, while also being an homage to all hardworking, dedicated,
sometimes even genius (former) colleagues who within a time span of 125 years have made
our company what it is today.
With great pleasure, we have delved
into our company’s extensive history
for over two and a half years, as part
of which we had many interesting
conversations with (former) colleagues
and business partners. By spending
many

evenings

and

weekends

searching on the internet, in archives
and in second-hand bookshops, we managed to dig up a large number of extraordinary
pictures and brochures from our past. All in all, we gathered enough stories, anecdotes,
memories and images to write a book of a thousand pages, but that would be overdoing
it. After all, with the book you have in your hands now, we intend to give you greater
insight into our company’s history and the origins of our wonderful product, the stairlift, in
an enjoyable and light-hearted way.
We had a lot of help mapping our company’s history, and we would therefore like to thank
the following people for their contribution:
Jan Eylander, Wim Duchhart, Gerrit de Heer, Jan van Wetering, Cees van Winssen, Mrs
Mulder-Korsten, Tamara Weissink-Mulder, Ton Baars, Willem Best, Henk Schmidt, Hans
Hoogerdijk, Mrs Van Loenen, Mrs Latten, Jan Drommel, Hans van Eerd, Simon Pastor, Tilly
Wessel, Peter Luken, Fred Kaal, Per Gunnar Borhaug, Jeroen Meier, Anne Handy, Chiel
van Hoof, Meindert Stokroos, Gerrit Kouwenhoven, Kelly Jongejeugd, Leontine Delleman,
Fred van den Eijkhof, Richard van der Pas, Eric Fielmich, and last but not least our partners
Saskia Handgraaf and Carin Beerepoot.
Kind regards,
Marcel Bloemraad & Dick Beerepoot
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Employee in the spotlight
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